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The discussion paper by the Australian Law Reform
Commission and Administrat ive Review Counci l
(ALRC/ARC) on Freedom ol lnformation arguably de-
fines an approach to the interpretation of the Common-
weafth foi nct that is long overdue. The ALRC/ARC
perceive a number of deficiencies in the current Fol
iystem and propose a comprehensive list of reforms to
the Act in order that it achieve its three original stated
objectives:
r to increase public scrutiny and accountability of gov-

emrnent;
r to increase the level of public participation in the

processes of policy making and govemment; and
o to provide a@ess to personal information.

Th-e ALRC/ARC Review has pinpointed many prob-
lems with cunent aocess laws and presenled many
workable solutions. Theconceptof an independent moni-
tor represent an interesting, and in the context of Austra-
lian Fol experience, the first real serious attempt to
present solutions to the problems raised over the years
byvadous editors and writers in the Fol Review,the NSW
Ombudsman and the Canadian Information Commis-
sioner. At the end of the day the solution of an inde-
pendent monitor in preference to, rather than in addition
io, an Information Commissioner is disappointing but
understandable.

The Review is to be commended for some far-reach-
ing reform suggestions. However, the Review should be
urged to bui|d bn a strong base of reform contained in
Discussion Paper 59. The Review needs to contemplate
the concem expressed by the Canadian lnformation
Gommissioner in his 1994-1995 Annual Report:

The dreary problems and lrustrations faced today by many a
seeker of lovemment inlormation will not be swept away by
nrere deveiness and the ingenuity of wondrous new machines'
No, the key to opening u[ govemment is not befter applied
science; it is somehow cn'anging the encrusted, timorous old
attituOes wtrlctr see openness as a threat, not an opportunity tor
both citizens and govemments.

The Review is now in a position to formulate a Free-
dom of Information Act that can set the standard for the
rest of Australia. With the possible advent of Fol in lreland
and South Africa it would be disappointing if the Review
misses the opportunrty to keep Australian Fol at the
forefront of world best Practice.

A new approach
Foremost, in attempting to address these deficiencies the
Review has proposed that a new approach to the Act is
required -flom one of 'not disclosing information unless
absotutety required, to one of disclosing unless there is
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a very good reason not to'. This new approach may be
viewed-as simply one of pro-disclosure. In order to
achieve this shift the Review suggests a number of
reforms, including:
e a change in interpretation of the Act,

o changes to ensure that agency culture is pro disclo-
sure, and

o making an independent person responsible for moni-
toring ihe governmenfs commitment to Fol.

This last suggestion provides the basis for many sub-
sequent reform proposals made by the Review, and
should be viewed as one of the most, if not the most
important reform proposal made by the Review

Interpreting the Act
The Review suggests that a more'contextual interpreta-
tion'of the Act is needed, as the stated role of the Act -

that being of public access rights to official government
documen-ts - does not indicate the source of those
rights, why they are important or their broader Purpos'
It argues that to counteract a possible nartowei appticlr'
tion-of the Act's objectives, both a preamble and an
amended objects clause are desirable.

As stated bY the ALRC/ARC:
A preamble
. . . The preamble should make clear that access to government
informaiion is a right. lt should make clear that the Fol Act is
int"nO"O as a legis"lative back up to openness- in government',lt
should also acknbwledge the privary aspect of giving indtviduals
J tignt of access to tieir own peisonal. information' Several
iirinfis witt ttowfrom such a preamble. First, Fol rights'vrrill clearly
be in integral part of our system ol govemment and wlll'
therefore, b6 bsi wlnerable- Second, the way courts, tribunals'
parliamentary committees and other decision making bodies
iegard citizei participation in government through better access
to information will change-
Proposat 3.1.- the Fol Act should include a preamble that
explains that
. acoess by the Australian people to information held by the

Commonwealth is a publii right essential to the freedom of
communication that is inhereni in the system of representative
democratic government established under the Constitution

. this right of access will enable the community to participatt/
its goiemance and to keep the govemment acc'ountable

. this right will recognise that information held by government
is a national resource

. the right of access to one's own personal inlormation also
serves to protect individuals' privacy

o the Act should not displace less formal procedures for access
to information but should be regarded as a legislative 'last

resort'.
Obiects clause
A pro-disclosure interpretation is needed. Section 3 of the Fol
Aif states that the obi6ct of the Act is to provide a right of access
to government held information. The preamble discussed in the
pielious patagraph will acknowledge that this righl is not an end
in itself ULt an im'portant element in our system of govemment'
The Review considers that this warrants the Act being inter-
preted in a way that lavours disclosure. This does not mean that
Lxemption pr6visions should not be given their full meaning'
natndr, whire discretion is required to be exercised, it should
be exercised in a way that favours disclosure' This was clearly
ttre intention of Parliiment in 1982. Section 3(2) provides that
the Act is to be interpreted so as to further the object set out in
s 3(1) and that any discretions are to be exercised so as to
faciiitite and prom6te the disclosure of information ' ' '
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There appear to be two reasons why a pro-disclosure interpre-
tation of the Act is not always taken: s 3(1) does not indicate
why a right of access is important or what broader purpose it
serves, and it refers expressly to the exemptions. Accordingly'
it is arguable that giving effect to the exemptions is just as much
an object of the Act as providing a right ol a@ess. There are two
main ways to overcome these obstacles. First, the Review's
proposal to include a preamble will give interpreters of the Act
- agencies and review bodies - a clearer indication of the
broader purpose of the Act. To ensure that they take the pream-
ble into account, s 3 should refer to it. Second, the exemptions
should not be referred to in s 3(1). They deserve to be men-
tioned, if only to alert applicants to the reality that the access
rights provided by the Act are not absolute, but not in a way that
enables s 3(2) to be rendered ineffective'
Proposal 3.2: s.3 should be reworded as follows:
(1) The objects of this Act are
(a) to make available to the public information about the

operations of departments and public authorities and, in
particular, to ensure that rules and practices affecting mem-
bers of the public in their dealings with departments and
public authorities are readily available to persons atfected
by them

(b) to give the Australian community a right of access to
information held by the Commonwealth

(c) to give individuals a right of access to personal information
about themselves held by the Commonwealth and a right
to bring about the amendment of that information it i t is
incomplete, incorrect, out of date, irrelevant or misleading.

\ (2) The riqhts of access given by this Acl are l imited by specif ied
-/ ' ' 

excepilons and exeriptions necessary for the protection of
essential public interests and the private and competit ive
commercial activities ol persons in respect of whom tnfor-
mation is collected and held by departments and public
authorit ies.

(3) The provisions of this Act shall be interpreted so as to f urther
the object set out in subsection (1 ) and the purposes set out
in the preamble and any discretion conferred by this Act (tor
example, in interpreting the exemption provisions) shall be
exercised as tar as possible so as to facilitate and promote,
promptly and at the lowest reasonable cost, the disclosure
of information.

Comments
A pro disclosure approach to Fol is vital. The puzzle has
always been why a learning approach to interpretation of
Fol legislation has not been embraced by the Federal
Court  and the Victor ian AAT.1 Recent developments in
the Supreme Courts of Vrctor ia and New South Wales
and the adopt ion of pro disclosure pract ices by the NSW
Ombudsman herald the hope of a fundamental  change.

V tt is hard for most agencies to completely escape the
charge that, in handling Fol requests for non-personal
information, the primary operating guideline is determin-
ing the minimal level of  disclosure which the Agency is
willing to tolerate. Access regimes at both Common-
wealth and State level seem to be played like a game of
snakes and ladders where most of the applicant's ladders
have been removed from the game.

Agency culture
The Review received considerable evidence that the
culture of an agency is a significant factor in the success
or otherwise of Fol. lt has been recognised that not all
agencies have an accepting and co-operative attitude
towards Fol, and that in some, a negative culture exists.
The Review suggests severalfactors that may give rise
to such an approach;
r the absence of any statement in the Act of its demo-

cratic objectives. (lt is perceived by the Review that
awareness in agency employees as to the democratic

underpinning's of Fol will be increased through the
reformulated objects clause in the Act.)

o uncertainty arising from a change in lines of account-
ability and the protection provided by s.91.
Limited protection of s.91 . Section 91 of the Fol Act provides
that where a document is disclosed and access was required
bv the Act no action for defamation, breach of confidence or
iniringement of copyright can be taken against an officer. This
effectively means that officers who disclose information pursu-
ant to an Fol request where no exemption applies receive
protection that officers who either exercise a discretion not to
blaim an available exemption or disclose information outside the
Act do not receive. This has tvvo consequences. First, it may
discourage officers from disclosing iltformation without treating
the request as a formal Fol request. 'This would be contrary to
the preferred approach of general openness without automatic
resort to the Fol Act Second, it encourages officers to claim
available exemptions without considering whether they are
absolutely necessary to prevent some harm in the particular
situation.

In view of the l imited protection of s.91 the Review has
proposed that the protection afforded by this section
should be broadened.

The Review considers that a change in attitude from one o{
withholding information, unless forced by the Fol Act to disclose
it, to one of disclosing information unless there is a very good
reason not to wil l be most l ikely to occur if there is a rebuttable
presumption that disclosure is appropriate. The release of infor-
mation consistent with the spirit and lerms of the FolActshould
be an authorised release of information Section 91 should be
amended to provide this. Officers should receive protection lrom
defamation, breach of confidence and copyright actions when-
ever they disclose information, whether pursuant to the Fol Act
or not, piovided disclosure is not malicious or reckless. The Act
should effectively provide 'authorisation to disclose' rather than
protection from the consequences of disclosure.

Comments
Agency culture is the key to most administrative law
reform. In the area of Fol it is critical. The recent decision
of the NSW Supreme Court in Botany Council v The
Ombudsman (CA 40422/95, unreported) il lustrates how
ineffectual most of the operating guidelines for Fol are if
an agency decides to prevent access.3 Any workshop
that includes officers f rom a range of agencies (State and
Federal) quickly reveals the variance in approach to the
same set of facts.

Over a period of t ime, f  requent users, such as journal-
ists, seem to use Fol only as a means of last resort.
Previous encounters have generally proved to be frus-
trating experiences. Discussion Paper 59 acknowledges
the problem that people may be deterred if they lack
confidence in the outcome of a request. The principle
cause of this 'battle fatigue' is the impact of negative
agency culture. The Review quotes one of the authors'
submissions to the Fol lssues Paper released in 1994;

There is little or no research to demonstrate that the Act's
objectives of increasing scrutiny and accountability of govern-
ment have been met. My experiences with attempting to use
Fol to scrutinise policy decisions has been one of frustration,
delay and haphazard provision of information. [p.10]

An independent person to oversee the
administration of the Act
The Review considered that a number of shortcomings
evident in both administration of and compliance with the
Act could be attributed to the fact that agency request
handling is not systematically reviewed. At present a
review is only carried out once an application for an
appealor review of a decision has been lodged. In effect,
the Review considers that:
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the lack of an independent, constant monitor of agencies' ad-
ministration of and compliance with the Act is a major cause of
deficient and inefficient federal Fol administration' lt contributes
to Fol's low profi le, both inside and outside government. lt
means it is virtually impossible to compare agencies'admini-
stration oJ Fol for the purpose of ascertaining, developing and
promoting best practices. There is no incentive for agencies.to
give Fol the attention and priority it should receive to ensure its
effective and etficient administration. lt is unlikely that agencies
that need to change their practices and attitudes will do so
unless they know their performance is going to be evalualed,
monitored and reported publicly. Some agencies have their own
quality controls but there is no governmentDwide quality c!ntrol
apart irom AAT appeals and Ombudsman complaints. Additional
quality control measures are needed. A monitoring function,
indep-endent of existing review arrangements, would benefit
individual agencies and the Fol system as a whole. lt would
increase public confidence and encourage agencies, where
necessary to improve request processing' The Review pro-
poses, thbretore, that an independent person be charged with
iesponsibility for overseeing the administration of the Fol Act.
This person should audit agencies, as the Privacy Commis-
sioner does in respect of the Privacy Act. lf deficient procedures
are lound, he or she should consult with and advise the agency
on how to imorove them. The monitor would develop a good
understanding of each agency's ditferent situation and the type
of requests it receives.

Integral to this monitoring role would be a number of

funct ions.  Such would inc lude:

r the collection of statistics,

. the preparation of an annual report,

r a facil i tative role.
The Review considered that situations would arise in

which the involvement of an independent person would
be to the advantage of both parties.

These situations include where the applicant's request is very
broad and the agency is unable or unwill ing to persuade the
applicant to narrow it or where the agency wishes to reject a
request on the ground that it would require a substantial diver-
sion of resources. An independent person may be able lo
suggest a way ol processing the request that will reduce the
wo-r[load (for-example by reducing consultation). The Revjew
sees merii in establishing a mechanism for an independent
person to mediate between the parties to a request if asked to
bo so by either party and proposes that whoever is given
responsibility for monitoring the Act should perform this role . . '
The facilitation envisaged by the Review would be informal and
non-binding.

lssues outlined by the Review with respect to the
breadth of the role that the independent monitor should
play include:
o whether the Act should prescribe the specific situ-

ations that the monitor's assistance may be sought or
alternatively that whether their assistance may be
sought at any time prior to the agency's decision;

o whether facilitation is even feasible, necessary or
compatible with a monitoring role.

Further, the Review called for suggestions as to
whether the indeoendent monitor should have a role to
play in respect of individual requests after a decision has
been made by the agency

It is perceived by the Review that in addition to the
functions mentioned above, the independent monitor
could also promote lhe FolAct, provide guidelines on
how to administer the Act, assist with the education and
training of agencies, and provide legislative policy advice
on access to government information'

After reviewing a number of options as to who would
per{orm the role of independent monitor (i.e. incorporat-
ing the role into an existing body, such as a parliamentary
committee, the Ombudsman, Australian Archives, AAT or
Privacy Commissioner) the Review forms the conclusion

that the most viable alternative would be to create a new
separate statutory off ice.

Comments
The concept of an independent monitor is an interesting
one in that it highlights an Achilles heel of Fol legislation
in Australia, namely that monitoring is either a neglected
or haphazard occurance. The major surprise was the
Review's reluctance to embrace the 'lnformation Com-
missioner model ' .

Most of the functions and activities assigned to a new
independent monitor would f it perfectly well with an Infor-
mation Commissioner, namely:
o Facilitation
r Mediation
r Guidel ines to administer the Act
r Educating and training agencies
o Legislative policy advice
e Input on broader information issues'

The Queensland and Western Australian experience
demonstrate that the Information Commissioner can op-
erate as an external determinative review agency in a
manner that furthers the objects of the legislation and at
a standard far exceeding that reached by the AAT (or
likely to be reached even with recent changes). Tl1.'.
former NSW Ombudsman has made a very convlnclng
case in favour of the Information Commissioner ap-
proach.a

The collection and analysis of statistics, promotlon
and direct pedormance monitoring could be undertaken
bv an In{ormation Commissioner or by an lndependent
Monitoring body. The key appeal in the Independent
Monitor concept is that it addresses a major deficiency in
Fol operation, namely, that it is largely self-regulating a.nd
relies on agencies or governments to promote a device
which can cause them inconvenience, bad publicity' or
threaten possible loss of office etc.

An Independent Monitoring Agency could champion
lhe Fo!Act, promote its use by all users (not just personal
information seekers) and have a role to play in 'auditing'

or quality control checking the way various agencies
administer their Fol operations' The Information Com-
missioner of Canada is an example of how the 'lnforma-

tion Commissioner model'can pedorm 'auditing tasks'.
The benefits of an 'lnformation Commissioner mode''

especially like that in Western Australia, are tar superior llr
the cunent Commonwealth arrangement which revolves
around the AAT as the determinative review body.

lf the Review's concept is adopted there needs to a
very clear role delineation and function clarification of any
'ind-ependent monitor'. At the moment the Review has left
the role as an all encompassing collection of bits and
pieces that are not the responsibility of other parts of the
Fol system. Without clear role definition the independent
moniior runs a significant risk of being marginalised as
the 'milk monitor'of the sYstem.

The adoption of the'lnformation Commissioner model'
would provide this necessary focus' lt may be that some
of the functions (promotion or 'auditing') may be better
left to other bodies or handed over to a separate inde-
pendent monitor (with no determinative powers).

Chapter 4: Using the Fol Act
This chapter considers the issues relating to the way the
Fot Act operates in practice including what is available
underthe Act, making requests, processing requests and
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information management. The primary recommenda-
tions made by the Review are as follows:
r that lhe Fol Acf should be amended to allow an

applicant, with the agreement of the agency, to seek
a summary of the documents;

o that the current definition of a'document'needs clari-
fication, with particular respect to electronically avail-
able information. The Review suggests that informa-
tion available on the Internet or other public access
electronic networks should not be considered as fall-
ing under the scope of the Act - as such information
is not necessarily 'in the possession'of the agency;

r that the access gap be closed so that information
created before 1977 but less than 30 years old is
accessible;

o that a standard request application form is not neces-
sary;

o that the effectiveness of ss.8 and 9 be improved. The
Review considers that while these sections provide
the public with some guidance about the information
held by government depaftments, the existence of
such information needs to be better publicised and
accessible (such as through public libraries). Compli-

. ance with the obligations under ss.8 and 9 could be
! overseen by the independent monitor;

o that before refusing a request under s.24 (which al-
lows agencies to refuse a request for access on the
ground that the work involved in the request would
substantially and unreasonably divert the resources of
the agency from its other operations) the agency must
consult with the independent monitor;

o that s.2a(5) be repealed. Under s.24(5) agencies are
entitled to refuse an Fol request without having iden-
tified all the relevant documents if it is apparent from
the nature of the documents described in the reouest
that they will all be exempt. The Review considers that
this provision be repealed as it is contrary to the
principle of disclosure - that documents should be
assessed individually rather than as a class;

o that the quality of the statements of reasons be moni-
tored by the independent monitor

Dmmentsv
The principle point of these recommendations is to give
applicants a better understanding of precisely what infor-
mation is being held by the Agency and why information
is being withheld. The proviso that an agency must
provide an applicant with a statement of reasons as to
why a request has been refused has been an area which
typically has invoked the most calls for review. Indeed as
the Review acknowledged, many submissions indicated
that statements are often of a poor standard.

Given that it is on the basis of the reasons orovided
by an agency as to whether an applicant chooses to
proceed f urther with his/her request, this proposal is very
important. The idea that those agencies that consistently
fail to provide adequate reasons for decisions should be
named in the monitor's Fol report is a good one. In line
with the proposals made by the Review concerning the
preamble, objects clause, and a general presumption of
disclosure, some form of penalty needs to be attached to
those agencies that consistently fail to provide adequate
statements of reasons.

Chapter 5: Exemptions - General Principles
The main issues in this chapter centre around problems
with the current exemption provisions. The solutions
proposed by the Review include:
o that Pt lV of the FolAcf should be prefaced with a

statement that the purpose of the Act is to provide
access to government information and that the con-
sideration of an Fol reouest should commence from
the position that, on the face of it, the applicant has a
right to obtain the requested information;

o that as a general rule, the exemption provisions be
drafted so as to require agencies to focus on whether
harm would result from disclosure of the oarticular
document;

o clear guidance is needed on how the public interest
test should operate, specificallythe factors that should
be prescribed as requiring consideration and those
factors that are not to be considered.
Proposal 5.5: the independent monitor should issue guidelines
on how to apply a public interest test.
Proposal 5.6: the guidelines should list factors that should or
should not be considered in applying the public interest test.
They should include the following factors.
To be considered:
o whether the document would disclose the reasons for a

decision
. whether the information in the document is already public
r whether the intormation would reveal environmental or health

risks or measures relating to public health and safety
o whether the information would contribute to the maintenance

of social peace and order
o whetherthe information would contribute tothe administration

of justice and in particular enforcement of criminal law
. whether the information is the applicant's personal informa-

t ion.
Not to be considered:
. the seniority of the persons involved in the communications

or matter the subject of the document
. that disclosure would confuse the oublic or that there is a

possibil i ty that the public might not readily understand any
tentative or optional quality of the information

. thatdisclosure would embarrass the government orthe public
servants involved

o that disclosure would cause a loss of confidence in the
governmenl

o that disclosure may cause the applicant to misinterpret or
misunderstand the information contained in the document
because of an omission from the document or for anv other
reason.

r that if an agency claims that a document is exempt
under an exemption that incorporates a public interest
test, it must include in its statement of reasons allthe
factors it considered in applying the public interest
test;

o that two years should be prescribed as the maximum
durat ion of conclusive ceft i f icates, and the inde-
pendent monitor should be able to monitor the use of
conclusive certificates and include in his/her annual
repod details about their use.

Comments
A general public interest test should be an essential pad
of an FolAct The NSW Ombudsman in his reoort'Free-
dom of Information: The Way Ahead' (1995) made the
recommendation that an overriding public interest test be
incorporated into the Act as a mandatory requirement
applying to all agencies and that appropriate public inter-
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est tests be incorporated into all relevant exemption
clauses in Schedule 1 of the NSW Act.

The proposal for guidelines on how to apply a public
interest test are arguably long overdue' The fact that a
public interest test arises with regard to so many of the
exemotions demonstrates the clear necessity for clarifi-
cation as to how the test operates for agency application.
The proposal that in determining the public interest'
certain factors will be listed as appropriate to be consid-
ered highly recommended. The NSW Ombudsman's 'Fol
Pol ic ies and Guidel ines'  (1994),  includes other sugges-
t ions which should also be incorporated into any Com-
monwealth reforms:

. . . ln general terms it can be said that there is a public interest
in the disclosure of documents:
(1) about government affairs;
(2) which contain information l ikely to contribute to positive.and
informed public debate on impodant issues or matters oJ serious
interest,
(3) which reveal significant reasoning and other useful contex-
iual intormation beihind government decisions which have af-
fected or wil l affect a significant amount of people;
(4) which show the pathways by which a government decision
was created;
(5) which are l ikely to make a signi{icant and positive contribu-
tion to the public accountabil ity of the government;

(6) which allow or assist inquiry into possible deticiencies in the
ionOuct or administration of public agencies or by public offi-
c ia ls ;
(7) which evidence or identify that an agency has or its staff have
engaged in conduct  which is  i l legal .  unlawful .  inappropr iate,
uniaiior the l ike, or has or have acted maliciously or in bad faith;

(8)  which consist  o i  in formatron Iegal ly  in  the publ ic  domain:

(9) which constitute a precedent for the future release of such
information (where there is no good reason for the exemptjon
of such documents),
(10) which relate to the afiairs of an individual who made the
request:
(11) which contain information that is incorrect;
(12) which contain comments that are gratuitous, unlairly sub-
jective, irrelevant or the l ike;
(13) which show that information provided to or by the.govern-
heht is incomDlete, incorrect, out ol date or misleading, and
would thus allow an application to be made for such information
to be amended; and
(14) which show that an agency dealt with an applicant's com-
plaint and the outcome of ihat dealing . lpp.24-25 of the Guide-
linesl

Chapter 6: Specif ic ExemPtions

This chapter examines the speci l ic exemptions in the Fol
Act and considers whether the interests they are de-
signed to protect warrant protecting and if, they do'
whether they reflect the philosophy described in Chapter
5. The wording of the sections and tests used in them are
also discussed. The fol lowing recommendations were
maoe:
.  that the circumstances be narrowed in which an

agency could claim an exemption under s.34 (pertain-
ing to Cablnet documents). The Review proposes that
s.34 should encourage agencies not to claim an ex-
emption where it is clear that no harm would befall the
system of Cabinet decision making;

e that the def ini t ion of a 'cabinet document '  must only
include documents that have been prepared for Cabi-
net, i.e. documents that have been submitted would
not fal l  under the new def ini t ion;

o that the term 'of f ic ial ly publ ished'for s.34(1)(d) be
defined to reduce uncenainty.

o that s.34 be amended so that Cabinet documents are
only exempt for 20 years after the year in which they
were created;

o that s.41 be amended to provide that personal infor-
mation of a person other than the applicant is exempt
subject to specific defined circumstances;

. that the Act should require agencies to ascerlain, if
oossible, whether an applicant wants access to third
party personal information covered by his or her re-
queat before consult ing the third pany- ln addit ion, that

an agency should be able to seek the advice of the

independent monitor as to whether consultat ion is
necessary;

o that s.42 be redrafted so as to reflect the client legal
professional privilege provisions in the Evidence Act
i sss iCtnl. lt should also include a public interest test;

o that s.43 to be amended to make i t  c lear that i t  appl ies
to the competitive commercial activities of agencies,
and that it be made subject to a balancing public
interest test in respect of information relating to gov-

ernment act iv i t ies ( including those of government
business enterPrises (GBEs);

o that the agencies l isted in schedule 2, Par11 should
only be entirely exempt from the coverage of Fol i"

exceptionalcircumstances. tl/

Comments
ln general ,  al l  these proposed reforms seem acceptable'
Th6 strongest object ion could be made to the 20-year
l imit  given to Cabinet Documents. Twenty years is f  ar too
tong-a period of t rme. The Review fai ls to just i fy why

CaSinet in Canberra needs twice the period of protect ion

that Cabinets at the State level do. The just i f icat ion that

20 years represents roughly a generat ion of Ministers is

unsupported and seems to lack any grounding in real i ty '
The 13 years of federal  Labor government has seen the
vast malority of Ministers in the first Ministry replaced' lt
would be hird to imagine any Cabinet decision taken

before July 1985, not subject to furlher protection from

release by provisions like national security, which if re-

vealed could threaten the integrity ol the current Cabinet
Drocess.

Chapter 7: The Cost of Seeking Access to

Information under the Fol Acf 1*
This chaoter examines the rationale for the current fees

and charges regime in a scheme designed to enhance
openness, accountability and public participation in g9Y-

ernment and in which the aim should be to provide

information in the most efficient, cost effective way' ln

summary, the Review considers that some form of con-
tribution is appropriate, but that the cost of providing info
should be ieduced. The Review made the following
recommendations:
o that access to personal information should be free;

o with regard to the issue of {ees and charges for
non-Dersonal information, the following issues were
canvassed:
- should there be a different system of fees and

charges depending on the nature of the documents
sougnt or the purpose for which they are sought?

- should the $30 application fee entitle an applicant
to a ceftain amount of search and retrievaltime, if
so how much ? (a suggested time was three hours)
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- should agencies be allowed to charge for time
taken to decide whether or not to grant access to
the documents requested ?

r In relation to the remission of fees and waiver or
reduction of charges the Review suggested that:
- the public interest considerations are to be the

same as those in the context of the exemotion
provisions.

- the services of the indeoendent monitor are to be
free.

Comments
There should be no application fee. For the majority of
non-institutional and non-commercial applicants the $30
fee is a major barrier. The Review should bear in mind
that applicants are required to pay this fee before they
know whether and to what extent they will receive infor-
mation. The applicant also has no real knowledge about
the usefulness of any information that could be released.
The Review should consider,  in l ight of  proposal 4.1
(summary of documents) that where applicable the ap-
pl icant should be provided with a summary f i rst  and then
decide to proceed with the appl icat ion (and the payment
of al lcosts etc).

I t  the $30 fee is retained. or reduced. i t  must contain
\set amount of search and retr ievalt ime. In determining

this oeriod the Review should take note of the fact that
search and retrieval of information is a routine asoect of
public administration so the $30 should be considered as
an extra on top of normal expenditure. A reasonable
figure would be five hours of search and retrieval time.

Time-based charging must be accompanied by a
maximum cei l ing on charges. The Review in response to
the Snell submission argued that ceilings 'may do little to
encourage applicants with very narrow requests to nar-
row them'. This narrowing will occur because of the
following factors:
.  greater incent ive for agencies to release information

(Proposals 3.1-3.4)
r ident i f icat ion of information held by agencies (Propos-

als 4.5-4.6)
o wider publ ic i ty and training (Proposal 3.10)

Agencies should not be able to charge for decision-
making t ime.

Slrapter 8: Amendment of Personal
Information
The following recommendations were made:
r that the current duplication ol the Privacy Act and Fol

Acf in respect of amendments to personal information
be amended (at present a person needs access to a
document held by Fol in order to have it amended but
under the Privacy Actthey do not);

o that the Fol Act be amended to orovide that amend-
ments can be sought on the ground that personal
information is not relevant having regard to the pur-
pose for which the information was collected or is to
be used;

o that the FolAcf should provide that, if on application
for amendment the agency considers that personal
information is incorrect, incomplete or out-of-date or
misleading it must amend the record;

o that the Act should allow the deletion of material to
ensure that information is correct, complete, up to
date, relevant and not misleading. However the de-

leted material should be kept on a separate f ile for later
reference should it become necessary to determine
whether a decision was made on the basis of the
incorrect material on a file was justified;

Chapter 9: Review Mechanisms
This chapter examines the existing review mechanisms
- internal review, investigation by the Ombudsman and
review by the AAT - and considers mechanisms oper-
ating in other jurisdictions. The Review made the follow-
ing recommendations:
o internal review of Fol decisions should continue to be

available but should not be a prerequisite to external
review;

o no fee should be charged for an internal review of a
decision;

o the Ombudsman's role in reviewing decisions should
not be changed (for example holding greater determi-
native powers);

o that the AAT should remain the sole determinative
external review body for Fol decisions. The Review
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the
AAT, and despite acknowledging the recognised dis-
advantages suggests that the recent changes to AAT
procedure in Fol matters are adequate. Such changes
include:
. allocating case managers to receive and stream applications

{or review of Fol decisions
. designation by the President of ful l  t ime members in each

State who will have carriage of all Fol matters in that State
from the t ime they are al located by the case manager unti l
they are resolved

. regular dissemination of information relat ing to changes in
legislat ion, case law and practice to the members designated
to handle Fol matters.

The Review discusses alternative review mechanisms - such
as the' lnformation Commissioner model '  used in Queensland
and Western Austral ia. The conclusion is reached that a greater
pro-active approach can best be achieved through the proposed
independent monitor model for Fol.

o that the Act be amended to make it clear that the AAT
is able to inspect documents claimed to be exempt at
any time after an application for review has been
lodged;

o that the Act be amended to allow the AAT to recom-
mend to the Attorney-General that the costs incurred
in appealing to the AAT be paid by the Commonwealth
where an agency issues a conclusive certificate after
the application for review by the AAT is filed.

Comments
A person fresh to Fol matters reading the material cov-
ered in paras 9.9-9.22 of Discussion Paper 59 could only
reach the conclusion that the AAT has had a ooor track
record as the sole determinative external review body for
Commonwealth Fol decisions. The AAT has demon-
strated a determination to do better but this appears to
be a fairly late reaction to long{erm criticisms.

The proposal that we give a sluggish AAT the oppor-
tunity to improve its performance may have merit in that
it leaves undisturbed current institutional arrangements
and does not remove a minor but prestigious element of
the AAT's workload and jurisdiction.

Procedural changes at the AAT have improved the
handling of Fol cases. Nevertheless its institutional his-
tory ranks it as a distant third place as a determinative
external review body in comparison to State Ombuds-
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man and first and foremost in comparison to the 'lnfor-

mation Commissioner model'used in Queensland, West-

ern Australia and Canada.
It is difficult to understand how the Review has

reached the conclusion that 'lt does not consider that the

UioaO rote proposed for the independent monitor, padicu-

tarty tne facilitative role, would sit well with.a determina-

t ive review role'  (para. 9.20).  The evidence from

Queensland and certainly Western Australia demon-

strates that the two types of roles can be combined' The

O"fun." of evidence is generally damning of the AAT and

.upportiu" of the'lnformation Commissioner model'' Be-

foi" *" continue with the current arrangements (with the

oromise of a substantial lift in per{ormance) the evidence

lgainst the 'lnformation Commissioner model' needs to

be presented and Proven.

Ghapter 10: Application of Fol to Government

Business EnterPrises
In this chapter, the Review outlines the arguments for and

against extending the Fot Actlo GBEs and attempts to

fo"rmulate a definition as to what constitutes a GBE' The

Review identifies three characteristics in their view that

should determine what a GBE is for the purposes of

federal administrative law:

. the federal government controls the body

r the bodY is principal ly engaged in commercial act ivi t ies and

. the body has a legal personali ty separate from the govern-

menl

The Review stated that the relevancy or non relevancy

of the democratic objectives of the Act (such as lmprovlng

the quality of government deciston making, increaslng

scrutiny ahd ac-countability of public decision making and

increasing public participation in government policy mak-

ing) to GdEs will be affected by the following factors:

. the nature of the commercial activities canied out by the GBE'
for examole, the extent to which those activities constitute an
essential service

. the degree to which the GBE serves a regulatory function

o the nature ol the market in which the GBE'S commercial
activities are conducted, that is, whether some or most of its

activities are conducted in a monopoly market or a highly
comoetitive market

. the extent ot government ownership in.the GBE' which is

related to the extent of investment of public lunds in the GBE'
and

. the extent to which the government controls or influences the
day-to-day administration of the GBE'

The Review reaches the conclusion that GBEs should

be made subject to the Fot Act, but that documents

relating to a G'BE's competitive commercialactivities are

to be exempt.

Chapter 11: The Private Sector - Should Fol

be Extended?

This chapter primarily considers submissions concernlng
tn"-"tgrit"nts for ind against an extension that Fol
cover Irivate sector bodies' The Review concludes that
the FotAct should not be extended to the private sector
but nevedheless makes other proposals, as follows:

o if in a particular area of the private sector there is a
need for greater disclosure of information, the relevant
i"!i.Utio"n should be amended or new legislation in-
trdduced to require greater disclosure by that industry
to the relevant regulator;

if there is information that ought to be disclosed upon
reluest directly to a member of the public, 'right to

know' legislat ion should be introduced;
Fol rights should not be reduced as a result of govern-
ment functions being outsourced'
The Review considered the issue of

sonal in{ormatron in the private sector'
following comments:

access to Per-
and made the

o that there is a clear need to protect an individual's
pit".V i" the private sector as well as in the public

!..to. A uniform f ramework for such protection could

be achieved by extending lhe PrivacyAcftothe private

sector and GBEs;
o with regard to the implementation of .such a frame-

*orx, ifi" Privacy Commissioner could in consolation

*itf' "n industry issue a code, if he/she considers there

is a need:
o alternatively, industries could self regulate ancl lssue

ff ' " i t  o*n .od.t ,  but the Privacy Commissioner could

.titt i..r" a code if he/she considers that the standards

in a particular industry are not sufficient;

o the protection of patient privacy should be dealt with

as a Priority.

Chapter 12= Asingle Information Act
The Review considers that there is a strong argument fF
tr"li"".p"iiric Acts (FolA ct, PrivacyActand Archives Act)
to be combined into a single piece of legislat ion'  l t  is

argued that problems identified in the discusslon paper

"n"J ptopo.uls made point logically to the need to ration-

aiise cuirent legislation dealing with government informa-

iion practices l- the avarlabilrty, handing and protection

oid""tnt"nt information into a single Act' The Review

coisiders the advantages and seeks contributions as to

ih" po..iOf" difficultie! that might be encountered in

i tpfEtent ing such a proposal and how they would be

overcome.
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